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(Soundoff continued from p. 10) Facts vs. fiction
we* intended. We both feel tion the election or anything the final special issue? If we Wightman’s comments, youll 
that the issue is closed. even remotely connected. were as Intent on destroying learn the professional costs for

The column of Mr. Bosnitch, The original layout of the his campaign as you would postermaking). Photo Editor, 
that we failed to print was not Election issue was preliminary, have us believe this Is quite a *kk Wlghtmon, in fact, did 
'Sound-Off but "Reaction," and As anyone can see, the final contradiction. refuse to take your picture, on-
thls was, again, due to lack of layout was quite fair. Trying to lay out a four page ly because you did not manage 
space. It is true that we did However, I must ask, Mr. special issue while In the mid- to show up at the designated 
print the columns of two other Fryer, if we “relegated John die of laying out a twenty-four times and didn't inquire as to 
candidates,"Political Perspec- Bosnitch to a small article in- page regular issue, which is what they were as the other 
fives" by Richard Hutchins, and side the paper" and were "cor- obviously more important, is a candidates who hod their 
"Biology News", however if rylng out a campaign against difficult task. Candidates and posters mode did. This con 
anyone would core to check, John Bosnitch" why would we students alike should thank hardly be considered Rick's 
neither of these columns men- let him help with the layout of M* a Stephenson, Mr. Bosnitch. fault.

Mr. Lethbridge and Hons for

Our "campaign against John 
Bosnitch" was not a campaign. 
In the October 15 Issue of The 
Brunswickan I sold in 
Mugwump that the "cartoon 
was in no way intended to 
undermine Mr. Bosnltch's cam
paign." I've spoken with Mr. 
Bosnitch several times since 
this incident and he is satisfied 
that the cartoon was not meant 
personally and that no harm, 
either to him or his campaign.
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Your assumption that the 
their effort, for without their prevailing attitude of the Bruns 
help there probably would not staffers towards candidates 
have been an election issue, (and students) is egotistical 
Mike MacKinnon and myself and uncaring is a false one. We 
could be accused of not being feel that we've done an ade- 
involved enough with the elec- quote job, given the material 

, . ,, , expose tion issue, but again, our main and time we had to work with.
A h . * opening remarks by all the incompetency of other concern was the regular issue. Finally, Mr. Fryer I’d like to
A debate between two candidates present and candidates and .

SRC presidential can- the remainder of the even- strengthen both John Your statement the Bruns ^ on C??nC.0rnil.n®
didates and other can- ing was a free-for-all. The Bosnitch's campaign and did more than botch up their Mot Nir.
didates for various posi- pertinent issues were total- character. newspaper, they also messed Lemoridge .sn t allowed to be
♦ions was held Monday ly ignored. The only cen- ’ It is hoped that this up the preparation of posters." ,he «lectlon con-
night in the lounge of tral discussions were *lear- display of tactlessness Mr ^yer, may I point out that * ln9 hls Position os news
McLeod House. The two ly flamboyant personal at- does not reflect on our Primary purpose of The _ °r‘_ °*LJS V°ur ,nvo v«-
SRC candidates present tacks on SRC candidate, characters as residents of Brunswickan is to provide a . ,ny 1 erent .?v®" fhe 
were John Bosnitch and John Bosnitch. We feel that McLeod House newspaper, not to make JJCT , ,y£®p'® th® New?

Hollingum. John Bosnitch did not <-lnn . posters. The individuals involv- ,,or at CHSR?
Numerous residents of have an equal opportunity ® ' *4 wifh making the election you, or anyone else, has a
McLeod were appalled at to complete his statements Lynn McEachreon posters, Susan Reed and Rick v, /®as°" to m,l'clze
the manner in which the let alone illustrate his Caroline Sawyer Wlghtman, did so out of their vo un arY efforts at the Bruns
"debate" was conducted, views. Frankly, ' the result Dawne Sheppard limited spare time, separate b* 9‘ad fo Imar of him.
It Was clearly an un- of Monday evenings Marceline Vautour from their responsibilities at • $ hear it for impartiality!
necessary attack on John "debate" did not. in any „ Barb Whltenect the Brunswickan, and apart Respectfully
Bosnitch, not a debate in way enlighten anyone pre- p*9flV Agnew from school work and other Christie Walker
the true sense of the word, sent on the Issues at hand. Angelic Stairs commitments. (If you read Mr. Editor-in-Chief
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Candidate displays incompetency
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Dear Editor, The night began with It only served to
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GILLIES OPTICAL FASHIONS
COMPLETE 

CONTACT LENS 
CENTRE
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We fit both soft and hard Sens 
We also fit the new 
extended wear lens
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tMm Regular Suft Contact 
Lens Special price

to Students
$169.00

455-1227
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prescription eyeglasses 

special student discounts
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eye examinations arranged »it
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